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1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be an algebraic extension of Qp and let O be its integer ring with
maximal ideal M. If K is an algebraic closure of K, we denote by O and M
the integral closure of O in K and the maximal ideal of O , respectively.
The set of all power series over O without constant terms is a monoid
(noncommutative, associative, with unit) under composition. In this paper
we consider these power series as analytic transformations of the p-adic
‘‘open unit disk’’ M and pay attention exclusively to the behavior of the
associated mapping of the open unit disk. Under these restrictions the
study splits naturally into two parts: if a series f (x) has f $(0) in M, then
it is noninvertible over O and it can have no other fixed points than 0, but
the roots of its iterates are of serious interest. In the other case, f $(0) is a
unit, and since f (x) is invertible, it and its iterates can have no other roots
than 0, but the fixed points of the iterates of f (x), that is, the periodic
points of f (x), now play a role parallel to the roots of a noninvertible
series. These two studies become no longer disjoint in the case an invertible
series commutes (under composition) with a noninvertible series, a pheno-
menon familiar enough when all are endomorphisms of a formal group.
In the case that a dynamical system over the ring of local integers O
arises from a formal group, i.e., when we are discussing the properties of
the iterates of an endomorphism of a formal group defined over O, the full
commuting family contains both invertible and noninvertible series.
Experimental evidence seems to suggest that for an invertible series to com-
mute with a noninvertible series, there must be a formal group somehow
in the background. The main theorem in [4] and results in [1] and [2]
support this conjecture.
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If F (x, y) is a one-dimensional formal group over O, then the
endomorphism ring of F always contains Zp . It is an easy exercise to use
the existence of the group of ( p&1)th roots of 1 in Zp to recoordinatize
F so that its only nonzero coefficients belong to monomials of total
degree #1 (mod p&1). The same happens to the recoordinatized
endomorphisms, and this commuting family clearly has what might be
called a condensation: for f (x)=xg(x p&1) in the original family, we write
f (x) :=( f (x1( p&1))) p&1=x(g(x)) p&1. If we write ,(x) :=x p&1, then we
have that , b f (x)= f b ,(x). For example, consider f (x)=3x+x3 as a
power series over Z3 . It is an endomorphism of a formal group defined
over Z3 . f3(x) commutes with [&1](x)=&x, so we may form the con-
densation f (x)=( f (x12))2=9x+6x2+x3. Note that f (x) commutes with
u(x)=4x+x2 which is an invertible series over Z3 . These condensed series
certainly are not endomorphisms of any formal group, since with the
exception of 0, every root of f (x) has multiplicity p&1. To my knowledge,
this is the only method which we know for constructing noninvertible series
which commute with invertible series but are not endomorphisms of any
formal group.
In dynamics, two maps, f : A  A and g : B  B, are said to be semi-con-
jugate if there exists a continuous h : A  B such that h b f =g b h. The map
h is called a semi-conjugacy. In this paper we consider power series over O
as analytic transformations from open unit disk M to M . Therefore a semi-
conjugacy between two power series over O is a power series over O. Let
f (x), g(x) # O[[x]]. In this paper, a relation of the type h b f =g b h with
h(x) # O[[x]] is called an isogeny and f (x) and g(x) are said to be
isogenous. So the condensation map ,(x)=x p&1 is an isogeny between an
endomorphism of a formal group and a power series which is not an
endomorphism.
We still have no idea how the special types of noninvertible power series
relate to endomorphisms in Lubin’s conjecture. It is not hard to see that if
f (x) # O[[x]] is a noninvertible series which commutes with an invertible
series and f (x) is isogenous to g(x), then g(x) commutes with an invertible
series too. Therefore, it is nature to conjecture that every noninvertible
series which commutes with an invertible series is isogenous to an
endomorphism of a formal group. The following example makes our
conjecture more convincible. If one considers the power series f (x)=
9x+6x2+x3, which we construct above, as a power series over Z2 , then
it is an invertible series over Z2 which commutes with the noninvertible
series u(x)=4x+x2. It is easy to check that u(x)=4x+x2 is not a con-
densation of any endomorphism of formal groups defined over Z2 .
However, in this paper we shall generalize the idea of condensation and
find out that u(x)=4x+x2 is in fact isogenous to an endomorphism of a
formal group defined over Z2 . In other words, all the examples which we
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have for noninvertible series to commute with invertible series are
isogenous to endomorphisms of formal groups. On the other hand, with
the help of isogenies we can construct a new kind of a noninvertible
series which commutes with the invertible series. Therefore in this paper
we investigate the full detail of isogenies of endomorphisms of formal
groups.
2. ISOGENIES
Let A be an integral domain. We denote by S0(A) the set of power series
f # A[[x]] such that f (0)=0 and f $(0) is neither 0 nor any root of 1. We
call every series f (x) in S0(A) a stable power series over A. Consider formal
power series of coefficients over O as analytic transformations of the open
unit disc to itself. We denote the composition of two transformations by
f b g(x)= f (g(x)). We denote by f %n(x) the n-fold composition of f (x) with
itself; it makes sense for negative n in case f (x) to be invertible. ( f (x))n
means f (x) raised to the n th power and f $(n)(x) means the n th derivative
of f (x).
Definition. Let f (x) and g(x) be noninvertible power series in S0(O).
We call the power series h(x) # O[[x]] an O-isogeny of f (x) into g(x) if
h b f (x)= g b h(x). Let h(x)=i=1 aix
i. The smallest i such that ai {0 is
called the order of h(x), denoted ord(h).
The set of all O-isogenies of f (x) into g(x) is denoted by IsoO ( f, g).
Now if h1(x) # IsoO ( f, g1) and h2(x) # IsoO (g1 , g2), then the composite
power series h1 b h2(x) is in IsoO ( f, g2).
IsoO ( f, f ), is now the set of power series commuting with f (x).
The definition of isogeny involves references to two power series. Often
in this paper for h(x) # IsoO ( f, g) we refer to h(x) as an isogeny of f (x)
when g(x) is not specified.
If h(x) # IsoO ( f, g) then for every invertible series u(x) # O[[x]] we have
that u b h(x) # IsoO ( f, u b g b u%&1). (In particular, u(x) # IsoO ( f, u b f b u%&1).)
This says that if h(x) is an isogeny of f (x) then u b h(x) is also an isogeny
of f (x) for any invertible series u(x) # O[[x]]. In this case we say that h(x)
and u b h(x) are equivalent over O.
When f (x) # O[[x]], but not all coefficients of f (x) are in M, then the
lowest degree in which a unit coefficient appears will be called the
Weierstrass degree of f (x), denoted wideg( f ). According to the Weierstrass
Preparation Theorem there exists a unit power series U(x) # O[[x]] and a
distinguished polynomial P(x) # O[x] such that f (x)=P(x) U(x) and
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deg(P)=wideg( f ). All roots of P(x) are in M . If wideg( f )=d, then,
counting multiplicity, there are d of them and they exhaust all roots of f (x)
that are in M .
Lemma 2.1. Let f (x), g(x) be noninvertible series in S0(O) and
h(x) # Iso O ( f, g). If wideg( f )<, then wideg(h)<.
Proof. Suppose that no coefficient of h(x) is a unit. Since O is discretely
valued, we can write h(x)=?rh (x) where h (x) # O[[x]], r>0, and
wideg(h )<. Since h(x) is an isogeny, ?rh ( f (x))= g(?rh (x))=?rg$(0) x+
?2rg1(x) where g1(x) # O[[x]]. Therefore, dividing by ?r and reducing
modulo M, we see that h ( f (x))#g$(0) x#0 (mod M) (note g$(0) # M).
This is impossible, since wideg( f ) and wideg(h ) are not infinity. Hence
wideg(h)<. K
Lemma 2.2. If IsoO ( f, g){0, then wideg( f )=wideg(g).
Proof. If h( f (x))= g(h(x)) with h(x){0, then we have that wideg(h)
wideg( f )=wideg(h b f )=wideg(g b h)=wideg(g) wideg(h). By Lemma 2.1,
wideg(h){, if wideg( f ){. Our claim follows. K
Lemma 2.3. Let f (x), g(x) be noninvertible stable series over O. Suppose
that g$(0)=( f $(0))n. Then for any c # K, there exists a unique power series
h(x) # K[[x]] with h(x)#cxn (mod xn+1) such that h b f (x)= g b h(x).
Proof. We only have to show that if c # K, then the polynomial cxn
may be extended degree by degree to polynomials hj (x) for which
hj b f (x)#g b hj (x) (mod x j) and that the extension is unique at each stage.
Indeed, suppose that hj ( f (x))#g(hj (x))+*x j (mod x j+1), for jn+1,
and that f $(0)=a, g$(0)=an. Then for hj+1(x)=hj (x)++x j to satisfy
hj+1( f (x))#g(hj+1(x)) (mod x j+1), it is necessary and sufficient that
+=*(an&a j), which, by the hypothesis on a, is always defined. K
Definition. Let f (x) # O[[x]] be a noninvertible series. We define
4n( f )=[: # M | f %n(:)=0]. We also define 4( f )=n=1 4n( f ), the set of
all roots of iterates of f (x) in M .
Let f (x) and g(x) be noninvertible power series in S0(O) with finite
Weierstrass degree, and h be an O-isogeny of f into g. We can now claim
that h(x) defines a surjective map from 4( f )  4(g). First, we see that
h(0)=0. Since g(h(0))=h( f (0))=h(0), h(0) is a fixed point of g(x).
Because g(x) can only have 0 as its fixed point, it implies that h(0)=0. Let
: # 4n( f ). We have that g%n(h(:))=h( f %n(:))=h(0)=0, so h(:) # 4(g).
This says that h(x) maps 4( f ) to 4(g). If ; # 4m(g), let : # M such that
h(:)=;. We have h( f %m(:))= g%m(h(:))=0, so that f %m(:) is a root of
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h(x) and this is also true for all n>m. Since h(x) can have only finitely
many roots in M , we have that f %n+t(:)= f %n(:) for some n, t # N. This
implies that f %n(:) is a fixed point of f %t(x). Because f %t(x) has 0 as its
unique fixed point, it follows that f %n(:)=0. That is, : # 4( f ).
Proposition 2.4. Let f (x) # S0(O) be a noninvertible series and h(x) be
an isogeny of order m. Then every root of h(x) in M is in 4( f ). Furthermore,
suppose that every root of iterates of f (x) in M is simple (e.g., f $(x) has no
root in M ). Then every root of h(x) is also a root of h b f (x) and both have
multiplicity m.
Proof. Suppose that h b f (x)= g b h(x). We can see that if : is a root of
h(x) in M then h( f (:))= g(h(:))=0, so that f (:) is also a root of h(x).
Since h( f %n(:))= g%n(h(:))=0, we have that f %n(:) is a root of h(x) for all
n. Because h(x) only has finitely many roots in M , it implies that : # 4( f ).
By iterating f (x) certain times, without loss of generality, we may sup-
pose that : # M is a root of both f (x) and h(x). h$( f (x)) f $(x)=
g$(h(x)) h$(x), so h$(0) f $(:)= g$(0) h$(:). Since every root of f (x) is simple
and g$(0){0, we have that h$(:)=0 if and only if h$(0)=0. Denote f $(n) as
the n th derivative of f. Consider
(h b f )$(n)= :
n&1
i=1
:
j1+ } } } + ji=n
Cj1 } } } ji (h$
(i) b f ) } f $( j1) } } } f $( ji)+(h$(n) b f ) } ( f $)n,
where Cj1 } } } ji is some constant. We use induction. Suppose that
h$( j)(:)=h$( j)(0)=0, for all j<n. We have that (h b f )$(n) (:)=
(h$(n)(0))( f $(:))n. On the other hand, since
(g b h)$(n)=(g$ b h) } h$(n)+ :
n
i=2
:
j1+ } } } + ji=n
Cj1 } } } ji (g$
(i) b h) } h$( j1) } } } h$( ji),
we have that (g b h)$(n) (:)= g$(0)(h$(n)(:)). Because (h b f )$(n) (:)=
(g b h)$(n) (:), f $(:){0, and g$(0){0, we have that h$(n)(:)=0 if and only
if h$(n)(:)=0, if and only if (h b f )$(n) (:)=0. Since h$(i)(0)=0 for i<m and
h$(m)(0){0, our claim follows. K
Using similar argument, we have the following:
Proposition 2.5. Let f (x), g(x) # S0(O) be noninvertible series. Suppose
that f $(x) has no root in M and h(x) # IsoO ( f, g) is an isogeny of order m.
Then every root of h$(x) in M is in 4( f ). Furthermore, if : is a root of h$(x)
of multiplicity r&1, then h(:) is a root of iterates of g(x) of multiplicity s
with r } s=m.
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Let F (x, y) be a one-dimensional formal group over O. The endo-
morphism ring of F (x, y) always contains Zp . More precisely, for each
a # Zp there is a unique endomorphism [a]F (x) # O[[x]] of F (x, y)
with [a](x)#ax (mod x2). The set M has a new group structure given by
F (x, y): for :, ; # M , :+F ;=F (:, ;); the identity element is 0 and the
inverse of : is [&1](:). If f (x) # O[[x]] is a noninvertible endomorphism
of F (x, y) (i.e., f (F (x, y))=F ( f (x), f ( y)) and f $(0) # M), then we know
that : # 4( f ) if and only if [ pn](:)=0 for some n. We also know that
every root of f (x) in M is simple. Since f (x) commutes with a stable inver-
tible series, by Lubin [4, Corollary 3.2.1], every root of f $(x) in M is also
a root of an iterate of f (x). Therefore, f $(x) has no root in M .
Let L be a finite extension of K; we denote the integral closure of O in
L by OL and its maximal ideal by ML . Consider two rings, D=OL[[(x)]]
and Df=OL[[ f (x)]]. D is a complete local ring with maximal ideal
(ML , x). Since Df &D, Df is also a complete local ring with maximal ideal
(ML , f (x)). Let K and Kf be the quotient fields of D and Df respectively.
Consider f (T )& f (x) as a power series in T over Df , i.e., f (T)& f (x) #
Df [[T]]. According to the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem there exist
a unit power series U(T ) # Df [[T]] and a distinguished polynomial
F(T ) # Df [T] such that f (T )& f (x)=F(T ) U(T ) and deg (F )=wideg( f ).
F(T ) is an Eisenstein polynomial over Df and Df is a UFD (unique fac-
torization domain), so F(T ) is an irreducible polynomial over Kf .
Theorem 2.6. Let f (x) # O[[x]] be an endomorphism of a formal
group. If h(x) is an O-isogeny of f (x) then the roots (without considering
multiplicity) of h(x) in M form a subgroup of 4( f ).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we suppose that every root of h(x) in
M is a root of f (x). Keep the notation as above. We first claim that if
: # M is a root of h(x) then F ([&1](:), x) is a root of h(T )&h(x).
Let L be a finite extension of K such that every root of h(x) in M is
in ML . Suppose that h b f (x)= g b h(x) for some g(x) # O[[x]]. Let
D=OL[[x]] with quotient field K, Df=OL[[ f (x)]] with quotient field
Kf , and Dh=OL[[h(x)]] with quotient field Kh . Consider f (T )&
f (x) # Df [[T]]. By Weierstrass Preparation Theorem, we have F(T ) #
Df [T], a monic irreducible polynomial over Kf , and a unit power series
U1(T ) # Df [[T]], such that f (T )& f (x)=F(T) U1(T). Note that for every
root : of f (x) in ML , f (F (:, x))=F ( f (:), f (x))= f (x). We conclude that
F (:, x) # D is a root of F(T). Consider h( f (T))&h( f (x)) # Df [[T]]. We
can also have that h( f (T ))&h( f (x))=Hf (T) U2(T), where Hf (T ) is a
monic polynomial in Df [T] and U2(T ) is a unit of Df [[T]]. T=x is a
root of f (T )& f (x) and h( f (T))&h( f (x)). Since F(T) is the minimal poly-
nomial of x in Kf [T], we have F(T) | Hf (T ) in Df [T]. Thus every root of
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f (T )& f (x) is also a root of h( f (T))&h( f (x)). Next, we consider h(T )&
h(x) as a power series in T over Dh[[x]]. For the same reason as that
above, there exist H(T ) # Dh[T], a monic irreducible polynomial over Kh ,
and a unit power series U3(T ) # Dh[[T]], such that h(T)&h(x)=
H(T ) U3(T ). Since g(h(T ))& g(h(x)) # Dh[[T]], we have that g(h(T))&
g(h(x))=Hg(T ) U4(T ) where Hg(T) is a monic polynomial in Dh[T] and
U4(T ) is a unit of Dh[[T]]. For the same reasoning as above, we have
H(T ) | Hg(T) in Dh[T]. Note that Df , Dh /D. Therefore by the uniqueness
of Weierstrass Preparation Theorem and h b f =g b h, we have Hf (T )=
Hg(T ). Thus F(T) | Hf (T ) and H(T) | Hf (T ) in D[T].
Suppose that : # M is a root of h(x) such that F ([&1](:), x) is not a
root of H(T). Thus T&F ([&1](:), x) |% H(T). Since [&1](:) # ML is a
root of f (x), it implies that T&F ([&1](:), x) | F(T ). Because D and
D[T] are UFD, we conclude that
(T&F ([&1](:), x)) } H(T) | Hf (T ).
Substituting T by 0, we have that F ([&1](:), x) } h(x) | h( f (x)). Since
F ([&1](:), :)=0, : is a root of h( f (x)) with higher multiplicity than it
has as a root of h(x). This is contrary to Proposition 2.4. Our claim
follows.
The claim tells us that if : # M is a root of h(x) then h(F ([&1](:), x))
=h(x). If ; # M then h([&1](:)+F ;)=h(F ([&1](:), ;))=h(;). This
means that [&1](:)+F ; is a root of h(x) if and only if ; is a root of
h(x). In particular, [&1](:) is a root of h(x) because [&1](:)=[&1](:)
+F 0 and 0 is a root of h(x). Our proof is complete. K
3. ISOGENIES OF ORDER 1
In this section, we discuss the case that the lowest degree of h(x) equals
1 (i.e., h$(0){0). We discuss the more general case, without the assumption
that f (x) is an endomorphism of any formal group.
Definition. Let f (x) and g(x) # O[[x]], without constant terms.
Denote f | g, if there exists h(x) # O[[x]] such that g(x)=h(x) } f (x).
Denote f & g, if there exists h(x) # O[[x]] such that g(x)=h b f (x).
We have the following (see Li [3] for detail):
Proposition 3.1. If 1 b f =2 b h with 1 , 2 # O[[x]] without constant
terms and $1(0){0, $2(0){0, then every common root of f (x) and h(x) is
a root of f (x), h(x) and 1( f (x)) of the same multiplicity.
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Theorem 3.2. Let f (x), h(x), 1(x), and 2(x) # S0(O) with 1 b f =
2 b h. Then h | f if and only if h & f.
We have the following generalization of isogenies of formal groups. Here
f (x) does not need to be an endomorphism of any formal group.
Theorem 3.3. Let f (x) be a noninvertible power series in S0(O). Then
h(x) is an O-isogeny of f (x) with ord(h)=1 if and only if h(x) satisfies the
following two conditions:
(1) For all : # 41(h) (i.e., h(:)=0), we have f (:) # 41(h) (i.e.,
h b f (:)=0).
(2) There exists h8 (x) # O[[x]] and n # N such that f %n(x)=h8 b h(x).
Proof. Suppose that h(x) # IsoO ( f, g). Part (1) is trivial, so we only
have to show (2). Since h has only finitely many roots in M and
41(h)/4( f ), we have that 41(h)41( f %n) for some n # N. g$(0){0, so
(g%n)$ (0){0. Because h b f %n= g%n b h, (g%n)$ (0){0, and h$(0){0, by
Proposition 3.1 this implies that h | f %n. Using Theorem 3.2, it follows that
f %n(x)=h8 b h(x) for some h8 (x) # O[[x]].
Conversely, suppose that h(x) satisfies conditions (1) and (2). Since
f %(n+1)= f b (h8 b h)=(h8 b h) b f, it follows that ( f b h8 ) b h=h8 b (h b f ). f $(0){0,
so ( f %n+1)$ (0){0. Hence h8 $(0){0 and ( f b h8 )$ (0){0. By condition (1)
and Proposition 3.1, every root of h(x) is a root of h b f (x) of the same mul-
tiplicity. Thus h | h b f. Using Theorem 3.2, we conclude that h & h b f. Thus
h b f (x)= g b h(x) for some g(x) # O[[x]]. K
Remark 1. Let f be an endomorphism of a formal group F (x, y) over
O, and let 0 be a finite subgroup of 4( f ) defined by F (x, y). According
to Lubin [5, Theorem 1.4], there is a finite extension L over K and a
group law G(x, y) defined over OL and an h(x) # OL[[x]] with 41(h)=0,
such that h(F (x, y))=G(h(x), h( y)). (In this case we say that h(x) is an
isogeny of F (x, y).) Furthermore, we have that h & f %n over OL[[x]] for
some n. Therefore, in this case h(x) is an OL-isogeny of f (x) if and only if
f (41(h))41(h).
Corollary 3.3.1. Let f (x), g1(x), g2(x) be power series defined over O
with f (x) of finite Weierstrass degree. Suppose that hi # Iso O ( f, gi) with
ord(hi)=1 (i=1, 2), and suppose that 41(h1)41(h2). Then there is a
unique h # IsoO (g1 , g2) such that h b h1=h2 .
Proof. We have h8 1 b h1= f %m and h8 2 b h2= f %n for some m, n0. We
can also suppose that nm (by composing more iterates of f on the left of
h8 2 , if necessary). Consider f %n=h8 2 b h2=( f %n&m b h8 1) b h1 . Since h1 | h2 ,
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there exists h(x) # O[[x]] such that h2=h b h1 . We see that the relation
h=h2 b h1%&1 in K[[x]] implies that h is unique. Since h b h1 b f =h2 b f =
g2 b h2= g2 b h b h1 and h1 b f =g1 b h1 , it follows that h b g1 b h1= g2 b h b h1 .
Composing both sides with h1%&1 on the right, we have h b g1= g2 b h. Thus
h # IsoO (g1 , g2). K
Remark 2. If 0{h # IsoO ( f, g) and h8 b h= f %n for some n # N, then
since f bn # IsoO ( f, f ) and 41(h)41( f %n), by Corollary 3.3.1 there exists
 # IsoO (g, f ) such that  b h= f %n. By uniqueness, h8 =. Hence we have
h8 # IsoO (g, f ). Consider g%n b h=h b f %n=h b h8 b h. We also have that
h b h8 = g%n.
In particular, if f (x) is an endomorphism of F (x, y) and h(x) is an
isogeny of f (x), then by Theorem 2.6 we have that 41(h) is a subgroup of
4( f ). Therefore, there is a finite extension L of K and a group law G(x, y)
defined over OL and an  # Hom OL(F, G) with ker ()=41(h). Since
 & f %n over OL for some n, we have that 0= f %n(41())41(). Thus
g2 b = b f %n, for some g2 # OL[[x]] (see Remark 1).
Theorem 3.4. Let f (x) be an endomorphism of F (x, y) and h(x) be an
isogeny of f (x) with ord(h)=1. Then there is a finite extension L and a
group law G(x, y) defined over OL such that h(F (x, y))=G(h(x), h( y)). In
other words, h(x) is an OL-isogeny of the formal group F (x, y).
Proof. Keep the notations as above. Since h # IsoOL( f %
n, g1) for some
g1(x) # O[[x]],  # IsoOL( f %
n, g2), and 41(h)=41(), by Corollary 3.3.1,
there is an invertible series w(x) # OL[[x]] such that w b h(x)=(x). Our
claim follows. K
4. ISOGENIES OF HIGHER ORDER
Let r be an integer which is not divisible by p and \ be a primitive r th
root of unity. Suppose that w(x) # O[[x]] with w$(0)=\ and w%r(x)=x.
Then there exists an invertible series +(x) # O[[x]] such that w+(x)=
+ b w b +%&1(x)=\x. (See Lubin [6, Lemma 4.1.1].) Denote ftg if
f b g= g b f. Suppose that f # O[[x]] with ftw. Then we also have f +tw+.
Let f +(x)=i anix
ni where ani {0. Since \(i ani x
ni)=i ani (\x)
ni, \=\ni
for all ni . Thus ni&1#0 (mod r). Hence we can write f + as xf1(xr), for
some f1(x) # O[[x]]. Let g(x)=xf1(x)r and h(x)=xr. Then we have
g b h(x)=xrf1(xr)r=(xf1(xr))r=h b f +(x). Therefore h b +(x)=+(x)r is an
O-isogeny of f into g. We call g a condensation of f and h a condensate of f.
Let w(x) # O[[x]] with w$(0)=\ where \ is a r th root of unity and sup-
pose that f (x) # S0(O) is a stable series which commutes with w(x). Given
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a fixed a # K, there exists a unique power series g(x) # K[[x]] with
g$(0)=a which commutes with f (x) (Lubin [4, Proposition 1.1]). Since
(w%r)$ (0)=\r=1 and x commutes with f (x), it implies that w%r(x)=x.
Hence there is a condensation of f. In this case, without loss of generality,
we always suppose that w(x)=\x. If ftw, then we denote the condensa-
tion of f by f . We also denote the isogeny between f and f by ,r . Thus
,r(x)=xr and f b ,r=,r b f.
Example 1. Consider f3(x)=3x+x3 as a power series over Z3 . It
follows from Tate’s basic construction lemma in [7] that f3(x) is an
endomorphism of a formal group defined over Z3 . f3(x) commutes with
[&1](x)=&x, so we may form the condensation f 3(x)=( f3(x12))2=
9x+6x2+x3. Note that f 2(x)=4x+x2 commutes with f 3(x).
Let L be a finite extension of K. Consider two rings, D=OL[[(x)]] and
D=OL[[(x)]]. Let K and K be the quotient fields of D and D respec-
tively. Consider (T )&(x) as a power series in T over D . According to
the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem there exists a unit power series
U(T ) # D[[T]] and H(T ) # D[T] a monic irreducible polynomial over
K such that (T)&(x)=H(T ) U(T ). Let L be the splitting field of
H(T ). L is a Galois extension over K with Galois Group 1. T=x is a
root of H(T ) so, for any { # 1, x{ is also a root of H(T ) and then
(x{)=(x)=((x)){. Suppose that wideg()=d. Then D is a free D -
module with basis [1, x, ..., xd&1]. Thus, for all h(x) # D, we can write h(x)
as h0((x))+h1((x)) x+ } } } hd&1((x)) xd&1, where hi (x) # OL[[x]].
Hence
(h(x)){=h0((x))+h1((x)) x{+ } } } +hd&1((x))(x{)d&1
=h0((x{))+h1((x{)) x{+ } } } +hd&1((x{))(x{)d&1=h(x{).
If h(x{)=h(x) for all { # 1, then h(x) # K . Since D is integral over D and
D is integrally closed, we have that h(x) # D=OL[[(x)]].
Let f (x) be an endomorphism of a formal group F (x, y) and let h(x) be
an isogeny of f (x) into g(x). Then by Theorem 2.6, 41(h) is a finite
subgroup of 4( f ). Therefore there exists a finite extension L of K (we
can choose L such that 41(h)/ML) and a formal group G(x, y) defined
over OL and an isogeny (x) # OL[[x]] with 41(h)=41() such that
(F (x, y))=G((x), ( y)). Keep the notations as above. Since (F (:, x))
=(x) for every : # 41() and *[41()]=wideg(), we have that K is a
Galois extension of K with Galois group 1 where \{ # 1, x{=F (:, x) for
some : # 41(). (See Lubin [5] for details.) On the other hand, from the
proof of Theorem 2.6, we have that h(F (:, x))=h(x) \: # 41(h)=41().
It means that (h(x)){=h(x{)=h(x) \{ # 1. Therefore h(x) # O[[(x)]].
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Thus h(x)=8 b (x) for some 8(x) # O[[x]]. Proposition 2.4 implies
that wideg(8) wideg()=wideg(8 b )=wideg(h)=ord(h) wideg(). Since
ord(8)=ord(h), it implies that wideg(8)=ord(8). Since 8 b  b f =
g b 8 b , for every : # 41() we have that 8 b  b f (:)=0. Because
wideg(8)=ord(8), the only root of 8(x) is 0. Therefore  b f (:)=0. It
implies that there exist f (x) such that  b f =f b  (see Remark 1). Note that
f (x) is an endomorphism of the formal group G(x, y). The equality
h b f =g b h implies that 8 b f = g b 8. Therefore we reduce our case to the
isogeny 8(x) which has only 0 as its root. Suppose that ord(8)=n and the
coefficient of xn of 8(x) is the unit w. Since w&1 } (8(x)) is also an isogeny
of f , without loss of generality we suppose that the leading coefficient of
8(x) is 1.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that p |% n and 8(x) # O[[x]] with 8(x)#xn
(mod xn+1). Then there exists an invertible series u(x) # O[[x]] such that
8 b u(x)=xn.
Proof. We need only show that the polynomial x may be extended,
degree by degree, to polynomials uj (x) # O[[x]] for which 8(uj (x))#xn
(mod xn+ j). Indeed, suppose that 8(uj (x))#xn+*xn+ j (mod xn+ j+1)
with * # O, for j1. Then for uj+1(x)=uj (x)++x j+1 to satisfy 8(uj+1(x))
#xn (mod xn+ j+1), it is necessary and sufficient that +=&*n. Since p |% n,
it implies that + # O. K
Theorem 4.2. Let f (x) be an endomorphism of a formal group F (x, y).
Let h(x) be an isogeny of f (x) with ord(h)=n and p |% n. Then h(x) is equiv-
alent to (up to a multiplication of a unit) a composition of the condensate
,n(x)=xn with an isogeny of F (x, y).
Proof. By the argument above, we have that h(x)=w } (8 b (x))=
w } (,n b u%&1 b (x)), where (x) # OL[[x]] is an isogeny of F (x, y) and
u(x) is the invertible series in Lemma 4.1. Our proof is complete because
u%&1 b (x) is also isogeny of F (x, y). K
Remark 3. Suppose that \ # O is a primitive n th root of unity where
p |% n and suppose that w(x) is the unique power series in K[[x]] with
w$(0)=\ which commutes with f (x). Then the results above imply that
there exists an isogeny of f (x) with order n if and only if w(x) # O[[x]].
Suppose that 8(x) # Iso O ( f, g) with ord(8)=wideg(8)=n where p |% n.
Since 0 is the only root of 8(x) and 8$(x), by Proposition 2.5, it follows
that with the exception of 0 every root of g(x) has multiplicity n. Since
wideg(g)=wideg( f )= pr for some r, it implies that n | pr&1.
When p | n, we know that there is no condensate xn. For if ( f (x))n=
g(xn) for some g(x), then (\ } f (x))n= g(xn)= g((\ } x)n)=( f (\ } x))n
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where \ is the primitive p th root of 1. Since the coefficients of x of \ } f (x)
and f (\ } x) are the same, it implies that \ } f (x)= f (\ } x). This is
impossible because the Weierstrass degree of f (x) is a power of p.
In the following, f (x) # S0(O) is a stable noninvertible series. It does not
need to be an endomorphism of any formal group. Let L be a finite exten-
sion of K such that \, the primitive n th root of 1, is in OL . Denote by
[\](x) # L[[x]] the unique power series which commutes with f (x)
with [\](x)#\x (mod x2). Suppose that x } [\](x) } } } [\]%n&1 (x)=
8(x) # OL[[x]]. Since 8 b [\]%i (x)=8(x), we have that 8 b f b [\]%i (x)=
8 b [\]%i b f (x)=8 b f (x). Consider 8(T)&8(x) as a power series of T
over OL[[8(x)]]. Because x, [\](x), ..., [\]%n&1 (x) exhaust all the roots
of 8(T )&8(x), by the same argument as above, it implies that
8 b f (X) # OL[[8(x)]]. This means that there exists a power series
g(x) # OL[[x]] such that 8 b f (x)= g b 8(x). Thus 8(x) is an OL-isogeny of
f (x).
This leads us to the following generalized definition of a condensate.
Definition. Let L be a finite extension of K such that \, the primitive
nth root of 1, is in OL . Denote by [\](x) # L[[x]] the unique power series
which commutes with f (x) with [\](x)#\x (mod x2). Suppose that
x } [\](x) } } } [\]%n&1 (x)=8n(x) # OL[[x]]. Then we call 8n(x) the
condensate of f (x) of order n.
Remark 4. Suppose that \ is the primitive n th root of 1 and
[\](x)=\x which commutes with f (x). In this case the condensate
8n(x)=x } \x } } } \n&1x=\n(n&1)2xn is equivalent to our original conden-
sate ,n(x)=xn.
Example 2. In Example 1, we have that f 2(x)=4x+x2 commutes with
f 3(x)=9x+6x2+x3. Now consider f 2(x) as a noninvertible power series
over Z2 . Since it commutes with the invertible series f 3(x) # Z[[x]], we
would like to know whether there is a formal group defined over Z2 in the
background or not. We know that there does not exist any f (x) which is
an endomorphism of a formal group defined over Z2 such that f 2(x)=
( f (x12))2. However, let f (x)=2x+x2 # Z2[[x]]. It is an endomorphism
of the formal group F (x, y)=x+ y+xy. We know that [&1]F (x)=
&x+x2&x3 } } } commutes with f (x). Let 82(x)=x } ([&1] F (x))=
&x2+x3&x4 } } } and h(x)=&1(82(x))=x2&x3+x4 } } } . Then we have
that f 2 b h(x)=h b f (x).
Note that h$(x)=2x&3x2 } } } has two simple roots 0 and &2 in 2Z2 . By
Proposition 2.5, every root of iterates of f 2(x) has multiplicity 2 except that
h(0)=0 and h(&2)=&4 are simple roots of f 2(x)=4x+x2.
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Theorem 4.3. Let h(x) # O[[x]] be an O-isogeny of f (x) with ord(h)=
wideg(h)=n. Then the condensate 8n(x) of f (x) of order n is in O[[x]].
Furthermore, h(x) is equivalent to 8n(x).
Proof. Suppose that h(x) # IsoO ( f, g). Then g b (h b [\]%i)(x)=h b f b
[\]%i (x)=(h b [\]%i) b f (x). Suppose that h(x)#:xn (mod xn+1). Then
h b [\]%i (x)#:\inx#:x (mod xn+1). By Lemma 2.3, we have that
h b [\]%i (x)=h(x). This means that T=[\]%i (x) is a root of h(T )&h(x)
for every i. By the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem, we have that
x, [\](x), ..., [\]%n&1 (x) exhaust all roots of h(T )&h(x) and
x } [\](x) } } } [\]%n&1 (x) } U(x)=h(x) for some unit power series in
O[[h(x)]]. Thus 8n(x) # O[[h(x)]]. Since wideg(h)=wideg(8n), it
implies that 8n(x)=u b h(x) for some invertible series in O[[x]]. The
proof is complete. K
Remark 5. From above we have that there exists h(x) an O-isogeny
of f (x) with ord(h)=wideg(h)=n if and only if 8n(x)=x } [\](x) } } }
[\]%n&1 (x) # O[[x]].
8n(x) # O[[x]] does not mean that [\](x) # OL[[x]] for some exten-
sion L. When p |% n, by Lemma 4.1, the existence of h(x) implies that
[\](x) # OL[[x]]. In general, if we know that [\](x) is in the quotient
field of OL[[x]], then the existence of h(x) implies that [\](x) # OL[[x]].
In particular, when f (x) is an endomorphism of a formal group, by using
the same argument as that in Theorem 4.2 we have the following.
Theorem 4.4. Let f (x) # O[[x]] be an endomorphism of a formal group
F (x, y). Suppose that h(x) is an O-isogeny of f (x) of order n. Then h(x) is
equivalent to a composition of the condensate 8n(x) with an isogeny of
F (x, y).
Remark 6. More precisely, this theorem says that if h(x) is an
O-isogeny of f (x) of order n then there exists a finite extension LK such
that h(x) is equivalent to the composite series 8n b h1(x) where h1(x) #
OL[[x]] is an isogeny of the formal group F (x, y) with 41(h)=41(h1)
and where 8n(x) # OL[[x]] is the condensate of order n. Conversely if
8n(x) # O[[x]] then there exists an isogeny of f (x) of order n.
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